# School of Engineering Directory

## DEAN'S OFFICE | BOX 1804 | 618/650-2541

- **EB 3060** x2541 Gordon, Chris  
  Professor/Associate Dean
- **EB 3057** x2546 Hoversten, Veronica  
  Office Support Specialist
- **EB 3063** x2541 Karacal, Cem  
  Professor/Dean
- **EB 3062** x5554 Ledford, Kathi  
  Office Administrator
- **EB 3061** x5020 Smith, Lisa  
  Director of Development
- **EB 3064** x2861 Wasylenko, Theresa  
  Administrative Aide

## CIVIL ENGINEERING | BOX 1800 | 618/650-2533

- **EB 3185** x2814 Benjankar, Rohan  
  Associate Professor/Graduate Program Director
- **EB 3026** x2804 Elsisi, Alaaeldin  
  Assistant Professor
- **EB 2046** x2435 Fries, Ryan  
  Professor
- **EB 3170** x2498 Huang, Jianwei  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 2043** x2546 Hoversten, Veronica  
  Office Support Specialist
- **EB 2057** x2819 Panahshahi, Nader  
  Professor/Chair
- **EB 2044** x2805 Qi, Yan  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 3043** x3789 Ullah, Saad  
  Assistant Professor
- **EB 2056** x2533 Umbaugh, Jeanie  
  Office Manager
- **EB 3024** x3221 Zhou, Jianpeng (Jim)  
  Professor

## COMPUTER SCIENCE | BOX 1656 | 618/650-2386

- **EB 2027** x3662 Bartholomew, Greg  
  System Support Analyst
- **EB 3053** x2386 Crk, Igor  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 2054** x2386 Cummins, Gay  
  Office Manager
- **EB 2062** x2379 Das, Manas Jyoti  
  Instructor
- **EB 3165** x3348 Erkal, Gunes  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 2034** x3727 Fujinoki, Hiroshi  
  Professor
- **EB 2045** x2407 Gamage, Thoshitha  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 3071** x2389 Gultepe, Eren  
  Assistant Professor
- **EB 3076** x2387 Klein, Steve  
  Instructor
- **EB 3053** x3344 Matta, John  
  Associate Professor/Chair
- **EB 3028** x2368 McKenney, Mark  
  Professor/Graduate Program Director
- **EB 2049** x2482 Quiñones, Rubi  
  Assistant Professor
- **EB 2061** x2393 Tetzner, Lori  
  Instructor
- **EB 3039** x2321 Yu, Xudong  
  Associate Professor

## CONSTRUCTION | BOX 1803 | 618/650-2088

- **EB 3051** x2088 Cabage, John  
  Associate Professor/ Chair
- **EB 3068** x2788 Duda, Stephen  
  Instructor
- **EB 1032** x5186 Sherrill, David  
  Lecturer
- **EB 3075** x5187 Tayeh, Ralph  
  Assistant Professor
- **SD 1063** x5191 Werner, Anne  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 3063** x5019 Yuan, Chenxi  
  Assistant Professor

## ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING | BOX 1801 | 618/650-2524

- **EB 3054** x2504 Anglin, Teresea  
  Office Manager
- **EB 3055** x2524 Klingensmith, Jon  
  Associate Professor/Chair
- **EB 3029** x2554 LeAnder, Robert  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 1064** x2801 Lozowski, Andy  
  Professor
- **EB 3037** x2948 Umbaugh, Scott  
  Distinguished Research Professor/Graduate Program Director
- **EB 3041** x3634 Wang, Xin  
  Professor
- **EB 3180** x5465 Wang, Yaddong  
  Associate Professor
- **EB 3042** x2615 York, Tim  
  Associate Professor

---
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## ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE TRAINING CENTER (ERTC) | BOX 1075 | 618/650-2030

| ER 1106 | x2206 | Hoelscher, Drew | cuhoels | Program Director Drinking Water |
| ER 1204 | x2212 | Lallish, Ricky | rllalis | Program Director Water Pollution Control |
| **ER 1102** | **x2214** | **Maas, Matthew** | **mmaas** | **Director** |
| ER 1106 | x5606 | Neuhaus, Kurt | kneuhaus | Instructor of Water Treatment Technology |
| **ER 1101** | **x2030** | **Webb, Marci** | **marcweb** | **Office Manager** |
| ER 1109 | x2213 | Wesselmann, David | dwessel | Coordinator Laboratory Operations |

## INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING | BOX 1805 | 618/650-5589

| EB 3079 | x2853 | Chen, Xin | xchen | Professor/Graduate Program Director |
| EB 2047 | x5962 | Ko, Hoo Sang | hko | Professor |
| **EB 2040** | **x5589** | **Kohlberg, Abigail** | **akohlb** | **Office Support Specialist** |
| EB 2055 | x2805 | Lee, H. Felix | hflee | Professor |
| **EB 2033** | **x5889** | **Onal, Sinan** | **sonal** | **Associate Professor/Chair** |

## MECHANICAL & MECHATRONICS ENGINEERING | BOX 1805 | 618/650-3389

| EB 3044 | x2584 | Celik, Serdar | scelik | Professor |
| EB 3066 | x5771 | Dabiri, Arman | adabiri | Assistant Professor |
| **EB 2035** | **x3382** | **Darabi, Jeff** | **jdarabi** | **Professor/PhD Program Director** |
| SD 1083 | x5175 | Denn, Michael | mdenn | Instructor |
| EB 2050 | x3389 | Gu, Keqin | kgu | Distinguished Research Professor |
| EB 0037 | x2818 | Gunasekera, Jagath | jgunase | Established Instructor/Lab Manager |
| **EB 2036** | **x3389** | **James, Colleen** | **coljame** | **Office Manager** |
| **EB 3190** | **x2820** | **Kweon, Soondo** | **skweon** | **Professor/Graduate Program Director** |
| EB 3155 | x5189 | Lotfi Yagin, Nima | nlotfiy | Associate Professor |
| EB 2064 | x5389 | Luo, Albert | aluo | Distinguished Research Professor |
| EB 3070 | x2372 | Molki, Majid | mmolki | Distinguished Research Professor |
| EB 3045 | x2894 | Shavezipur, Kamran | mshavez | Associate Professor |
| EB 3160 | x2540 | Wang, Fengxia | fwang | Professor |
| **EB 2037** | **x3463** | **Yan, Terry** | **xyan** | **Professor/Chair** |
| EB 3175 | x5174 | Zhang, Mingshao | mzhang | Associate Professor |

## STUDENT SERVICES | BOX 1806 | 618/650-5300

Closed for lunch from Noon to 1:00 pm
Walk-In Times Wednesdays 1:30 – 3:00 pm, Thursdays 9:30 – 11:00 am

| EB 2013 | x3500 | Reception Desk | Reception Desk |
| EB 2013B | x5300 | Dornes, Delfina | ddornes | Director of Student Services beginning 9/19 |
| EB 2012B | x5300 | Freehill, Heather | hfreehi | Advisor |
| EB 2012A | x5300 | Robinder, Wendy | wrobind | Advisor |
| EB 2012C | x5300 | Stark, Randy | rastark | Advisor |

## FAX NUMBERS

| 3rd FL Copy Room | EB 3080 | x3374 |
| 2nd FL Copy Room | EB 2066 | x2555 |
| Student Services | EB 2012 | x5301 |
| **ERTC** | **ERTC** | x2210 |

## ITS

Start a ticket through ITS unless the problem is urgent: (cryptolocker is holding your files hostage, the motherboard is smoking, you have discovered your PC has been coopted into a zombie army, etc.)

| ITS main | x5500 | help |

Lovejoy Library

| Schlosser, Cody | x5232 | cschlos |

EB 2024

## BUILDING ISSUES

| x3711 | Maintenance |
| x2067 | Custodial |

Or report issues to the Dean's Office x2541

## CALL STAFF ROOM | x2488

EB 1304
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